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Dynamical model for correlated two-pion exchange in the pion-nucleon interaction
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A microscopic model for the NN ~ mar process is presented in the meson exchange framework,
which in the pseudophysical region agrees with available quasiempirical information. The scalar (o)
and vector (p) piece of correlated two-pion exchange in the pion-nucleon interaction is then derived
via dispersion integrals over the unitarity cut. Inherent ambiguities in the method and implications
for the description of pion-nucleon scattering data are discussed.
PAC S number (s): 21.30.+y, 13.75.Gx
I. INTRODUCTION
The interaction between a pion and a nucleon plays a
prominent role in low and medium energy physics since it
is an important ingredient in many other hadronic reac-
tions, e.g. , pion production in nucleon-nucleon collisions
or scattering of a pion by a nucleus.
Recently we have presented a meson exchange model
for vrNscattering [1] which contains conventional direct
and exchange pole diagrams [Figs. 1(a)—1(d)] plus o' and
p exchange terms [Figs. 1(e), 1(f)], and is unitarized by
means of the relativistic Schrodinger equation. The main
difference from former models [2—6] is the evaluation of
the scalar-isoscalar (o) and vector-isovector (p) terms.
While in Refs. [2—6] these contributions are treated as
single exchanges with sharp masses, in Ref. [1] they were
viewed as arising &om a correlated pair of two pions in
the J=O (o) and J=l (p) t channels (see Fig. 2). Their
contribution was evaluated by using quasiempirical in-
formation about the t-channel NN ~ a7r amplitudes in
the pseudophysical region, which has been obtained by
Hohler et al. [7] from an analytical continuation of both
mN and vcr data, and performing a suitable dispersion
integral over the unitarity cut.
In order to build in constraints from soft pion theo-
rems, a subtracted dispersion relation was used in Ref. [1]
for the scalar contribution. This leads to a specific fea-
ture apparently favored by the mN data: Namely, the re-
sulting interaction is repulsive in S waves but attractive
in P waves. The approach used in Ref. [1] led to a consid-
erably stronger contribution &om p exchange than used
in former treatments. On the other hand, by defining
efFective coupling constants suitable for a sharp p-mass
parametrization we found a rather small tensor-to-vector
ratio of coupling strengths in the physical t region, in line
with values used before in the 7rN system [2].
As shown in Ref. [1], a model based on the diagrams























FIG. 1. Diagrams included in the m.N potential.
region that agree well with empirical information, as do
the scattering lengths and the mN Z term ( 65 MeV).
Although the approach outlined above and described
in detail in Ref. [1] for evaluating correlated 2vr exchange
is certainly adequate for &ee AN scattering, problems
arise when this m N interaction is used in other areas
of physics. For example, modifications of the interac-
tion in the nuclear medium, which come into play when
a pion is scattered by a nucleus, cannot be taken into
account. The study of such efFects requires an explicit
field-theoretic description.
The aim of the present work is to provide such an ex-
plicit model for the correlated 2m and KK exchange pro-
cess of Fig. 2. This requires as input realistic wrier ~ vrvr
and arm —+ KK T matrices, which we have generated from
a potential model based similarly on meson exchange and
involving coupling between mar and KK channels (see
Fig. 3). The use of such a dynamical model for the 7r7r
interaction will facilitate future investigation of not only
possible medium modifications of the pion and nucleon
legs, but also of the interaction itself.
The paper is organized as follows: In the next section,
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FIG. 2. Correlated orner &KK) exchange contributions.
II. MICROSCOPIC MODEL FOR THE 1V1V m mm
PROCESS
We will generate the amplitude for the process of Fig. 2
by solving the scattering equation





the microscopic model for the NN ~ 2' process is de-
scribed and compared to the data in the pseudophysical
region. Section III deals with the resulting pion-nucleon
interaction terms arising &om correlated 27r exchange
and their implications for the description of empirical mN






FIG. 3. The contributions to the potential of the coupled
channel vrvr-KK model.
Here V~N~pp is the transition interaction and Tpp~
the transition amplitudes &om vr7r and KK to ~7r; both
will be specified below (we use p to denote a generic
pseudoscalar meson, vr, K, or K). Equation (2.1) could
be considered to be a four-dimensional Bethe-Salpeter-
type equation. However, we use the Blankenbecler-Sugar
(BbS) technique [8] to reduce the dimensionality of the
integral to 3, which simplifies the calculation while main-
taining unitarity. More explicitly, we have, in the c.m.
system and in the helicity representation,
&q 001&m ~ (t) Ik 00) &k OOIVNN~pp(t) lp AN AN)(qoo]rNN +(t)]PAN-AN) = &q00)VNN~ (t)]PANAN) +) d k "" (2 )s (k)(t 4 2(k)]pp
(2.2)
with
(up(k) = k2+ m2 (2 3)
where mp = m, m~ for p = x, K respectively. Thus, k is the magnitude of the three-momentum part k of the relative
four-momentum of the intermediate two-meson state. The four-momenta of the two intermediate mesons kq and k2
are related to k by
kg — t 2, k
k2 — ~2, —k . (2 4)
The helicity of the nucleon (antinucleon) is denoted by AN (AN). We perform a partial wave decomposition by writing
&qOOIVNN~ (t)lpANAN) = —) ( 1+1)d~o(cose)&OOIVN — (q p t)IANAN)J (2 5)
with a similar expression for T~~~ . Here, d&0 are the conventional reduced rotation matrices, 0 is the angle
between p and q, and A = AN —AN. Using these expressions, Eq. (2.2) becomes
&00]TNN (q, p; t)]ANAN) = &OO~VNN (q, p; t) ~ANAN)
&00(T~„(q,k; t) (00) &00(VNN (k, p; t) [ANAN)
(2m. )s~„(k)[t —4~2 (k) ] (2.6)
The N2V ~ 2vr on-shell amplitudes are related to the Frazer-Fulco helicity amplitudes f+ [9] via
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As usual, the resulting vertex functions are modified
by phenomenological form factors I" to account for the
extended vertex structure. For the baryon exchange dia-
grams in Fig. 4 we choose
pon— 2.—m4 N (2.8) (ngIi Agg„—mg)FBBP(q ) = 2BggpAgg q ) (2.11)
A. NN ~ mm, KK transition potentials
~BBp 0& Y Y 0&~pl'pBBp
— 5 p
mp
~lvNp gNNpg'N f ONWp, p
(2.9a)
+ g~~""Qiv (B„gp ~ —8 Ps, „), (2.9b)
The ingredients of the dynamical model for the tran-
sition interactions VNN~ and VNN~KK employed in
this paper are displayed graphically in Fig. 4. The po-
tential V~N.~ (V&&~&rc) consists of N and 6 (A and
Z) exchange terms plus p-meson pole diagrams. Their
evaluation is based on the following spin-momentum-
dependent parts of the interaction Lagrangians:
+sin(q) =
r




where m& (q) is the mass (four-momentum) of the ex-
changed baryon (in the BbS framework adopted here,
q = —q ). The cutoff masses A~~„and powers n~~„
will be adjusted later. For the p-pole diagrams we intro-
duce form factors at the meson-meson-meson vertices as
follows:






Here, v)~ are the field operators for spin-1/2 particles
(N, A, Z), g~ is the spin-3/2 4-isobar operator, and
Pz are the corresponding operators for pseudoscalar (m,
K) mesons, while Pq denotes the p meson. Also, 0""=
&[p~, p"]. The NAvr coupling [Eq. (2.9c)] includes off-
mass-shell contributions, whose strength is characterized
by the parameter x~. For the propagators, we have
In order to judge the behavior of these form factors it is
A„„~ which should be compared with A~~„of Eq. (2.11)
or the conventional monopole cutoK parameters.
The evaluation of the relevant transition potentials
based on Eqs. (2.9)—(2.12) is involved but straightfor-
ward. The resulting expressions have to be multiplied by
appropriate isospin factors derived Rom SU(3). More de-
tails can be found in Ref. [11].Some slight modifications
occur since we now use the BbS &amework.
p mB
(2.10a) B. mm ~ mm, KK amplitude
yt+m~ „1„2s~"(») =
. ,
—g""+-~"~ +, J"»p mQ 3 3m+
The starting point for the evaluation of T ~ and
T~g~ is the driving terms shown in Fig. 3. Such a
model, involving the coupled channels ver and KK, was
(»"~" —»"~"),



















In this work, we omit the nonpole contributions to the
spin-3/2 propagator [Eq. (2.10b)] since it is known [10]
that their eKect can be taken into account by the second
term of the interaction Lagrangian [Eq. (2.9c)].
N N N N
FIG. 4. The ingredients of the NN ~ mm, KK transition
potentials.
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constructed by our group some time ago [12] based on
time-ordered perturbation theory. Here we use a model
with essentially the same physical input, which alterna-
tively uses the BbS technique. This procedure proved to
be advantageous when studying the scalar form factor of
the pion, kaon, and nucleon [13] since it has the correct
analytic behavior in the unphysical region (below the vrvr





























TABLE I. Masses used throughout the calculation in MeV.
Bare masses [denoted by the (0) superscript] appear in the






~f~m = gfim O'T ~pl'p~~0p~ (2.14c)
C. Model in the pseudophysical region
In order to evaluate the NN ~ arm amplitudes it re-
mains to specify the parameters in the %N —+ arm, KK
transition potentials. Masses and most coupling con-
stants are not treated as fit parameters but are taken
&om other sources, using SU(3) symmetry arguments
wherever possible. The pe% coupling g~~ is taken
to be equal to the paar coupling. The parameter x~
[Eq. (2.9c)], the bare tensor-vector coupling constant ra-
tio K~ = f~~ /g~~, and the cutofF masses A~~{o) (o) (o)
A~~ have been adjusted to the quasiempirical results
obtained by Hohler et al. [7] from analytic continuation
where v denotes the vector mesons w, p, p, and K* while
f2 is the tensor meson. As before, form factors are at-
tached to each vertex. For t [s-] chan-nel exchanges, form
factors of the form given in Eq. (2.11) [Eq. (2.12)] are
used. For the 8-channel pole diagrams in our interaction
model, bare masses have to be used. These pole con-
tributions then get renormalized to reproduce the physi-
cal resonance parameters by the iteration in the scatter-
ing equation. Values for bare masses, coupling constants
[with some constraints from SU(3) symmetry], and cut-
ofF masses have been adjusted to reproduce the empirical
arm phase shifts and inelasticities. These parameters are
given in Tables I—IV. The description of the data is as
successful as in Ref. [12]. Figure 5 shows the phases for
the J=0,1 partial waves of relevance in this paper, as well
as the 8-wave inelasticity around 1 GeV. (In P waves, the
inelasticity is rather small in this energy region. )
of sr% and vrvr data. The values used for the baryon
exchange contributions are given in Table V. The value
used for K,
~
is 4.136. Note that the functional form of the
form factors has been chosen such that the dependence
on the power n is quite weak [the factor n multiplying
A in Eqs. (2.11) and (2.12) ensures that an expansion
of E(q2)/E(0) in powers of q is independent of n up to
order q ]. We take n~~ (n~~„) to be 1 (2). Since the
influence of the KK intermediate state is small anyhow,
A~~~ and A~g~ are arbitrarily put to 2.5 GeV. This
rather large value implies that the KK contribution as
evaluated here is probably an upper limit. For consis-
tency, the parameters at the paar and pKK vertex are
taken to be the same as in the vrvr ~ urer, KK model
described in the last section.
We mention that the baryon-baryon-meson form factor
parameters should not be expected to agree with values
employed in the Bonn potential [14] and its extension to
the hyperon-nucleon case [15]. The reason is that for the
t-channel baryon exchange process considered here, one
is in a quite difFerent kinematic regime. The fact that we
cannot establish a definite relation for the cutofF parame-
ters in difFerent kinematic domains is the price we have to
pay for our simplified treatment of the vertex structure,
which makes the form factor d.epend on the momentum
of only one particle. This is a general problem, which, in
our opinion, is difficult to avoid, since a reliable QCD cal-
culation of the full momentum dependence of the vertex
does not exist.
There is one amplitude, f+, for the scalar (cr) chan-
nel whereas there are two, f+ and f, for the vector (p)
channel. In Fig. 6 we show the results in the pseudo-
physical region (t ) 4m ) obtained from our dynamical
model, for both the real and imaginary parts.
Given that we have only four free parameters (K~(o)
x~, Aiv~, and A~~ ), there is remarkable agreement
with the quasiempirical result [7] in all amplitudes. Some
disagreement occurs in the scalar amplitude, especially
TABLE II. Parameters used in the mvr —+ vrvr potential.
Vertex
warp, t-channel p exchange
mvrp, 8-channel p exchange
vrme, 8-channel e exchange
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TABLE III. Parameters used in the mvr —+ KK potential.
Vertices
~W, ~'P'w
vrKK', vrKK, t-channel K' exchange
vrmp, KKp, s-channel p exchange
vrvre, KKe, s-channel e exchange



















at higher t. Fortunately, as we will demonstrate below,
these do not severely affect our final result, the correlated
vrvr (and KK) exchange potential in vrN scattering. Fur-
thermore one should keep in mind that the quasiempiri-
cal result is subject to considerable uncertainty at large
values of t.
tential is now a bit stronger compared to that obtained in
Ref. [1]. This is demonstrated in Fig. 7, for the on-shell
case and some selected partial waves.
B. Potential in the vector channel
III. mN INTERACTION ARISING FROM
CORRELATED 2' EXCHANGE
As in Ref. [1] we first start from
vr 4 2 t' —t
(3 2)
In order to derive the effective 0 and p exchange po-
tentials we use the same procedure as in Ref. [1];namely,
we first perform dispersion integrals over the unitarity
cut using as input the NN ~ wrier amplitudes derived in
the foregoing section. Corresponding vrN potentials are
then obtained in a straightforward way. We refer the
reader to Ref. [1] for details.
A. Potential in the scalar channel
Here, a subtracted dispersion relation is used to impose
the chiral symmetry constraint at the Cheng-Dashen
point, with f+(2m ) put to zero, i.e. ,
As expected from the excellent agreement of our model
amplitudes f+ with the quasiempirical ones of Ref. [7] (cf.
again Fig. 6), the present results for the 7rN potential in
the p channel are practically the same as those obtained
in Ref. [1].
However, it was already pointed out in Ref. [1] that
there is a considerable ambiguity in this result. Al-
ternatively, we could have used a method proposed by
Frazer and Fulco [9] and applied by Hohler and Pietari-
nen [16]. Here, one erst constructs combinations I'q 2(t)
corresponding to vector (I'q) and tensor (I'2) coupling
amplitudes,
(3.3a)
t —2m2 Im f+ (t')
(t' —t) (t' —4m~) (t' —2m2 )
(3 1)
(3.3b)
and then performs the dispersion integrals over the uni-
tarity cut,
with t, = 50m . Due to the slightly different Imf+o pre-
dicted by the dynamical model compared to the pseu-
doempirical data of Ref. [7] (see Fig. 6) the resulting po-
(3.4)
Differences in the resulting potentials originate from the









































































additiona1 t dependence in 1"i 2 compared to f+ D. espite
this fact, since I'q 2 have the same analytic structure as
f+, both methods would in principle lead to the same re-
sults provided all cut contributions would be taken into
account in the dispersion integrals. Indeed, diagrams in-
clud. ed in correlated two-pion exchange also give rise to
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FIG. 5. arm phase shifts obtained for J = 0 and J = 1 from
our coupled channel arm-KK model and the S-wave inelastic-







TABLE V. Parameters used in the NN -+ vr7r, KK transi-
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t [rn„' ]
FIG. 6. NN + 7r7r helicity amplitudes in the pseudophys-
ical region. The solid lines denote the imaginary parts of
the model amplitudes and the dashed lines the real parts.
Squares and triangles denote the quasiempirical amplitudes
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where Fi 2 is either obtained by inserting f+ calculated
using Eq. (3.2) into Eqs. (3.3) or alternatively by dis-
persing I'i z [cf. Eq. (3.4)]. (For the motivation of the
definition of gi 2, see Ref. [1].) In Fig. 9 we have plotted
the efFective vector coupling strength gi(t)/4vr, the ef-
fective tensor coupling strength g2(t)/4vr, and their ratio
v = ~, choosing mp:770 MeV Since the C dependencega '
in p „ofEq. (3.3) is rather weak, the resulting gz does
not dier much. But the factor of t in I'] leads to a much
smaller gq if I"q 2 are dispersed.
C. Implications for mN' scattering
Our model for correlated 2' exchange is supplemented
by direct and exchange pole diagrams involving the nu-
cleon and L isobar, and is then unitarized by means of
a relativistic Schrodinger equation. We refer to Ref. [1]
for details. It has been shown in that paper that, based
on the quasiempirical input for the NN ~ mar process, a
good description of all vrN partial waves is obtained by
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P„b [Mev/c]
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0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
P. . [MeV/c]
FIG. 10. aN scattering phase shifts in S and P waves, as functions of the pion laboratory momentum. The solid lines
originate from the model using the first ansatz for p exchange [Eq. (3.2)]; the dashed lines denote the results if the second
ansatz is used [Eq. (3.4)). Empirical information is taken from Ref. [18].
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~N' N7f —gN~ Nx CN~ 7 0 N 4~ + H.C. (3.6)
is assumed at the ¹¹rvertex, this process gives rise
exchange as defined by Eqs. (3.2) has been used.
We first want to discuss what happens when we now re-
place the quasiempirical input for correlated 2' exchange
by our dynamical model. The slight increase in the 0-
channel potential (Fig. 7) leads to comparably weakly
modified phase shifts. This eKect can be compensated
by a small readjustment of the cutoff parameter (intro-
duced in addition for the o potential; see Ref. [1]), from
1200 MeV to 1120 MeV. There is almost no change in the
p channel provided the same ansatz is used as in Ref. [1].
Therefore a quantitative description of S and P waves is
obtained with precisely the same values for parameters in
pole and exchange diagrams as in Ref. [1] (solid lines in
Fig. 10). Corresponding scattering lengths and volumes
are given in Table VI.
However, a dramatic change occurs if the p exchange
potential is evaluated using Eq. (3.4). There is a strong
reduction in the S~q phase shift predictions, with smaller
modifications in other partial waves (dashed lines of Fig.
10). The latter can be eliminated by suitably readjusting
parameters in the pole and exchange diagrams, but the
discrepancy in Sqq essentially remains.
In view of this situation, one may ask if the vrN data
can discriminate between the difI'erent formulations for
p exchange. Within the strict confines of our model, it
could be argued that it does. On the other hand, the dis-
crepancy could be an indicator of the absence of an im-
portant ingredient still missing in the Sqq interaction. In-
deed, there is empirically well-established resonant struc-
ture in that partial wave at higher energies, which cannot
be reproduced by either model. One source for the re-
quired additional attraction in S~q is the strong coupling
of this partial wave to the reaction channel gN. A sec-
ond source of attraction is provided by ¹&ii(1535, 1650)
pole diagrams in the mN interaction. If direct coupling
of the form
—10
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400 450 500
P, [MeV/c]
FIG. 11. Sqq-wave mN phase shift, as function of the pion
laboratory momentum. The solid and dashed lines denote
the same models as in Fig. 10. The dash-dotted line gives
the result if an additional N'(Sii) pole is implemented in
the model based on Eq. (3.4). Empirical information is taken
from Ref. [18].
to attraction in the S~q partial wave of AN scattering
starting &om the vrN threshold.
To demonstrate the power of these additional degrees
of freedom, in Fig. 11 the result of a simple calculation
starting &om the second model for p exchange is plot-
ted where an additional ¹ pole diagram has been in-
cluded. [The parameters used here are m~~. —1550 MeV,
(gIv. ~ ) /4n = 0.1, A~. = 2000 MeV with the form fac-
tor parametrization of Ref. [1].] Obviously such a model
can describe low-energy vrN scattering. Therefore, to dis-
card the second model of p exchange on the basis of the
current discrepancies is certainly not justified.
IV. SUMMARY
We have presented a dynamical model for the NN +
vrvr process in the meson exchange &amework, which in
the pseudophysical region agrees with available quasiem-
pirical information. The scalar (o) and vector (p) piece
of correlated two-pion exchange in the pion-nucleon in-
teraction is then derived via a dispersion integral over
the unitarity cut. Concerning p exchange, there is a siz-
able ambiguity in the prediction for its efI'ective strength,
which is due to difI'erent formulations of the coupling to
the nucleon. While the restricted low-energy model we
have used favors one formulation, mechanisms such as
coupling to the gN channel and inclusion of higher ¹
resonances, not treated in our model but necessary to ex-
plain the data at higher energies, could significantly alter
this result, and suggest a direction of future investigation.
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